
Condo App
The smartest way to manage your holiday let guests

• Improve the guest experience and 
satisfaction 

• Increase and improve your revenues 
• Be ecofriendly and save paper 
• Generate your database and capture all 

the data of your guests 
• Create marketing campaigns

• Content information and rules 
• Improve your services 
• Boost your ratings on all platforms 
• Greater management scope 
• Reduction of operating costs 
• Management of all your units with a single 

App



11 Languages
Up to 11 languages, in addition, the app will 

automatically detect the client's language, thus 
improving the user experience.

Discover the main features of our App 
for your Holiday let

Web APP
The best of the web with the experience of a native 
APP, ideal for vacation homes where information is 

consumed instantly. 

QR Scaner
Regardless of the operating system or cellular 

brand, in our app all QRs are scanned in the 
same way thanks to your QR reader.

Notificactions

A new way of communicating with the guest, 
sending notifications and in-Stay marketing 
campaigns in an automated way.

Customizable
Fully customizable to meet corporate guidelines or just 
to give it your special touch.

PMS integration and synchronization 
with holiday booking platforms

Integrable with almost all PMS on the market. 
We have our own API. You can also obtain the 
data of your reservations with other platforms 
such as Airbnb, Booking, etc. 



Integration with the largest 
holiday let platforms

Obtain your guest data from the largest vacation rental 
platforms such as Booking, Airbnb, Vrbo, Tripadvisor, 

Expedia, etc. or from your PMS.



Incident module
For internal use and also for the guest

Internal incident manager that reports all 
kinds of breakdowns and allows to assign 
staff and do a follow-up.



Pre-Check In Online
Allow your clients to carry out the Pre-Check In process 

conveniently from their mobile devices even before arrival.

Thanks to the integration with most PMS and OCR 
recognition, guests will be able to complete the entire 

process with just a few clicks.

Once arrived you can considerably reduce waiting times for 
your guests and thus offer them an improved experience.



Digital Directory
At the apartments 

 
With our APP for Vacation Homes you can say goodbye 
to the classic paper directory.

Centralize all the information relevant to the stay and 
use of appliances in the apartment in our application.

Visual information, correctly cataloged and available in 
up to 11 languages.



Activity program
From your holiday condo or of the destination

Animation panels are a thing of the past through the application your 
guests will have quick and easy access to the entire program of daily and 

night activities. A complete interactive agenda, with images, description, 
and schedules with a 7 day forecast.

Capacity and assistance problems? Don't worry, with our app guests will 
have the possibility to book a place in advance.



Interactive map
Do you still provide printed paper maps? Thanks to the 
interactive maps of the application, your guests will not only 
be able to check the location of each point of interest, but 
they will also be able to see their current position on the 
map.

Description of each point of interest.
Filters and categories for easy organization.
Direct link to the page of the point of sale or service.

 



Incident report
Problems in the apartment? No hot water or air con not working? 
Don't worry, your customers will be able to use the app to report 
all the incidents they need. 

Thanks to the user area, they will be able to consult the status of 
each one of them or the possible notes that you may have left 
regarding the incident. 

The staff will be able to control and manage all incidents from the 
management panel.



Room Service
Module with order option 

Tus huéspedes no solo tendrán acceso un completo menú de 
Room Service digital y horarios de servicio, sino que además 

podrán realizar pedidos desde la propia app de tu Vivienda 
Vacacional. 

Room service, una completa plataforma de pedidos, con 
precios según régimen, imágenes, descripciones y alergias.

También existe la posibilidad de linkear la página a una 
empresa externa que gestiona el servicio.



Digital menus with QR codes
Say goodbye to paper menus, with our app for vacation condos, 

restaurants and points of sale will enjoy a complete digital and interactive 
menu where your guests can check the prices of each of the products. 

A complete menu that goes far beyond publishing a simple pdf online, a 
menu adapted 100% to mobile phones and that improves the guest 

experience.

Menus accessible from the Application itself or from a dynamic QR code.



Integrated search engine
with voice search

Yes, we know! Most likely you have gotten lost among so 
many functions, so it is very likely that your guests will also get 

lost browsing the application of your condominium.

At Hoteligy we have thought of everything and that is why we 
have incorporated a powerful search engine that will allow 

your guests to find what they need with just a few clicks.

Search for “Book” and you will see all the pages/services with 
the booking option (Restaurants, Spa, Gym…) or if you prefer, 
ask for “Room Service” will show you a direct link to the price 

list, the order module or the informative page.



E-concierge requests
You do not have staff that speaks the languages of your 
guests or the vacation home is managed from another 
destination?

Forget about these problems, your clients will be able to 
make all the requests easily from the App. Whether it is 
requesting a cot, an extra bed or a change of sheets. 

Everything you can imagine has a place in our E-Concierge 
service, whether they are free requests or at an additional 
cost to the client.

You will be able to organize, catalog and manage all guest 
requests from a single control panel.



In-Stay Marketing
Multi-channel delivery, Push, Mail and Pop Ups 

Thanks to our powerful multi-channel notification module you 
can create automated marketing campaigns aimed at 
improving revenue with little effort.

Email, Push Messages or Popups In APP are some of the 
communication channels available.



Surveys and Satisfaction
Avoid negative opinions on online platforms, know before anyone 

else the opinion of your customers and ensure that when they 
leave your establishment they do so with a positive opinion.

Thanks to our powerful survey platform you will be able to collect 
from the app, different opinions and generalized ratings or by 

service.

Automate sending surveys based on customer actions. «Within 3 
days of arrival at the apartment» or simply 30 minutes after 

checking out.

When the assessment is positive, invite your customers to share 
the experience on portals such as Tripadvisor, Holiday Check or 

Google Review.



Integrated Whatsapp
Answer the questions and requests of your guests through 
WhatsApp.

You will have the possibility of assigning a WhatsApp number 
that will be linked to the App. Through a button your guests will 
be able to comfortably contact you.



Check Out and payments
Offer your customers the possibility to consult the invoice, account 

balance in addition to the history of payments and charges.

To prevent it from being a stopper when consuming, you can enable 
this option 48 hours before departure.

If you want to go a little further, it even allows mobile payment thanks 
to integrations with payment gateways such as Redsys or Stripe.



Services and excursions bookings
Increase your income with advertising and commissions

Thanks to its own reservation system, your clients will be able to 
check the availability of any of the services offered in the complex 

such as the tourist destination, «Restaurants, Activities, Spa, 
Gyms, Rent a cars or even excursions».

A complete reservation engine developed specifically for the tourism 
sector will manage automatically and without the intervention of 

staff, availability, quotas and time slots.



Spain
+34 922 97 03 36

Mexico
+52 984 242 0008

Email
hola@hoteligy.com

Contact us!
We would love to hear from you and your 
project, we will surely find a way to 
collaborate and do something great together.

www.hoteligy.com

http://www.hoteligy.com
http://www.hoteligy.com

